1.. INTRODUCTION
================

In 1922 a peptide hormone, insulin, was discovered in certain pancreas cells which regulated blood glucose levels \[[@R1], [@R2]\]. Decades later, insulin analogs became a theme of research as alternative treatments, giving rise to the observation that unlike insulin - which is not absorbed when applied orally \[[@R3]\] - certain vanadium containing inorganic or organic complexes constitute low-molecular mass substances \[[@R4]\]. They behave as phos-

phate analogs and permeate the plasma membrane and intestinal wall with relative ease \[[@R2]\]. In 1985, a seminal work ushered a new area of antidiabetic research treating rats with oral formulations of vanadium salts for their insulin-like effects \[[@R5]\].

Literature search revealed no articles describing research and development projects (R&D) by large transnational pharmaceutical companies aiming at vanadium-based antidiabetic oral drug candidates - in stark contrast to their endeavor to develop vanadium-free organic compounds cumulating in hundreds of patents worldwide. We became intrigued about what do they know better for not engaging in R&D in the field of antidiabetic vanadium drug candidates? Why do their R&D pipelines remain empty if drugs treating Diabetes Mellitus (DM) figure among the best-selling health products ("block buster" or "cash crop")? Obviously, there is a lucrative market segment, hence other reasons than marketing should account for their reluctant conduct. Here, we present such arguments, which we collected from the current scientific literature together with specific concepts and the necessary background information to better understand the collected arguments which are summarized below.

1.1.. Endogenous Vanadium
-------------------------

Constituting 0.015% of the earth\'s crust, vanadium is almost as abundant as zinc. It is omnipresent in the biosphere, another precondition for general availability for living organisms. Vanadium is the second most abundant transition element in seawater (45 nM), only below to molybdenum (100 nM) and more abundant than iron (0.02-1 nM) \[[@R6]\].

Vanadium is present in the human body tissues in smallest concentrations around 60 nM (see also nanomolar range in Table **1**) \[[@R7]\]. Its daily intake comes from eating food, drinking water or industrially prepared nutrition supplements \[[@R2], [@R8], [@R9]\]. Its presence in the human body seems not to be essential - at least until now - and vanadium bearing coenzymes or enzymes have not been identified. Its presence seems more a matter of tolerance. Vanadate (H~2~VO~4~ˉ in oxidation state +5) geometrically resembles the ubiquitous biological messenger phosphate (H~2~PO~4~ˉ or HPO~4~^2^ˉ in formal state +5). The charges and structural match may explain its physiological role in analogy to phosphate ions in biochemical reactions \[[@R10]\].

1.2.. Relevant Antidiabetic Vanadium Properties
-----------------------------------------------

Vanadium ions form stable compounds in oxidation states +4 (IV) and +5 (V) in aqueous media at physiological pH of 7 - whereas in the human body coordinated species also coexist thanks to suited molecular chelators or ligands (Lig) leading to complexes of the general form VOLig or VO~2~Lig. Aside from vanadate (V) anions (H~2~VO~4~ˉ), also nanomolar traces of a very stable diatomic cation exist in the form of vanadyl (IV) VO^2+^ due to its precipitation as oxidovanadium(IV)-hydroxide. At lower pH and in the presence of organic chelators, however, (organically) complexed, non-oxido-vanadium (IV or V) complexes are favored over so-called "noncomplexed" (or "free") species and gradually replace the latter \[[@R2], [@R4]\]. In this context, some authors refer to the terms "noncomplexed" or "free" when dealing with inorganic oxido-coordinated vanadium species. A stable vanadium ion coordination, which uses up to three functions (\>C=O, N-OH, \>NH), was described in the N-hydroxlylated carboxy-amide groups and known as hydroxamates (R-CONHOH) \[[@R4]\].

The redox potential for the H~2~VO~4~ˉ + 4H^+^ + eˉ = VO^2+^ + 3H~2~O reaction is -0.341 volt. Therefore, vanadate is well inside the voltage range where it can be reduced to vanadyl by cellular components like cysteines-containing peptides (glutathione) or proteins, ascorbate (vitamin C), NADH, or phenolic (quinone) compounds. Furthermore, oxido-vanadium cations are strong Lewis acids \[[@R11], [@R12]\].

Vanadium is special in at least two aspects: firstly, the tetrahedral vanadate anion is similar to the phosphate anion; vanadate can then interact with various physiological substrates that are otherwise functionalized by phosphate. On the other hand, vanadium, as transition metal, can easily expand its sphere of tetrahedral coordination, and switch between three oxidation states of V, IV and III in physiological environments.

Biogenic chelators are ligands like glutathione, citrate, ascorbate or lactate, and in particular, the high molecular mass blood components transferrin, albumin and immunoglobulin, which are biochemical components generated in the body, whereas ascorbate is not biosynthesized in the human body and known as vitamin C \[[@R13]-[@R16]\].

Pharmaceutically relevant vanadium is formed by oxidovanadium (IV) and (V) coordination complexes. It appears either as a cation (vanadyl) or anion (vanadate), *e.g.* vanadyl sulfate, vanadyl bis(acetyl-acetonate) \[[@R17]\], di-ammonium vanado-tartrate, sodium metavanadate (NaVO~3~) or vanadium acetate \[[@R18]\], a tetrahedral vanadate or an oxyanion of vanadium (V) \[[@R19], [@R20]\].

Vanadium solubility greatly varies according to the chemical composition of the complex: vanadates (V) are easily soluble, whereas vanadyl hydroxide (oxidovanadium (IV) hydroxide) is almost insoluble (sparingly soluble) and precipitates as VO(OH)~2~ \[[@R21]\].

1.3.. Relevant Antidiabetic Effects of Inorganic Complexes and Organically Chelated Vanadium
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Under physiological conditions, vanadium shows two stable oxidation states: IV and V. In strongly reducing conditions, the oxidation state III can also exist. In both more common states, vanadium complexes lower pathologic blood sugar levels. Because of their insulin-like activities, they are sometimes denominated as insulinomimetics, insulin-mimetics or insulin enhancers \[[@R2], [@R5], [@R22]-[@R36]\].

Antidiabetic vanadium salts act by separate pathways: vanadate (V) yield several beneficial effects concerning glucose and fat metabolism within the cells (cytosolic activity), while vanadyl salts (in form of vanadium IV) normalize glucose concentration in blood plasma by ameliorating the glucose uptake across cytoplasma membranes and inhibit lipolysis \[[@R2], [@R37]\].

Common bioligands of organically chelated vanadium compounds coordinate vanadium as their central atom through their O-, N- and S-functions like citrate, oxalate, nucleotides or ascorbic acid, as well as certain peptides \[[@R38], [@R39]\]. Comparing dose-effect relationships, insulinomimetic organo-vanadium complexes (2^nd^ generation) were found superior to inorganic vanadium salts (1^st^ generation) in both ways of *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies \[[@R34]-[@R36], [@R40]-[@R44]\]. For instance, BMOV (bis-(maltolato) oxido-vanadium (IV)) was three times more potent than "free" (that is uncomplexed) vanadyl sulfate when tested in the same *in vivo* bioassays \[[@R40], [@R41]\].

2.. R&D WITH VANADIUM-CONTAINING DRUG CANDIDATES
================================================

Bibliographically recorded vanadium salts research began at the end of the 19^th^ century with a report in French by Lyonnet, Martz and Martin ("L\'emploi therapeutique des derivés du vanadium") applying inorganic vanadate salts (H~2~VO~4~ˉ anion) \[[@R45]\]. At that time, patients suffering from different health problems were observed to find out any beneficial effect of oral vanadium preparations. Such inorganic salts marked the first generation of vanadium-based oral remedies and the 20th century medicine discovered their usefulness not only for Diabetes Mellitus (DM) but also for cardio-protection, or against cancer as well as microbial infections (virus, bacteria and parasites) \[[@R38], [@R46], [@R47]\]. The significant progress that has been made since that time has required an interdisciplinary research between chemists (synthesis and analytics), biochemists, pharmacologists (pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics) and experts in bio-pharmaceutics, medicinal chemistry and crystallography. Most of them are affiliated to public institutes or academic sites. Clinical studies (in humans) were reported from different groups \[[@R22]-[@R26]\]. The turn of the "2K" millenium has seen an organically chelated vanadium complex (BEOV, BMOV) entering the clinical stage - that means direct studies on patients again \[[@R21], [@R48], [@R49]\]. A vanadium complex with ethylmaltolate, BEOV for short, has advanced to phase II clinical trials carried out by a spin-off company (Akesis Pharmaceuticals in La Jolla, CA, USA) but drug development came to a standstill due to renal problems observed with some patients \[[@R20], [@R49]\]. Yet, as pointed out by Dieter Rehder, H. Sakurai and colleagues, so far no preparation has reached the status of an industrially commercialized drug \[[@R38], [@R50]\].

2.1.. Pharmacodynamic Aspects: The Biological Targets of Vanadium-Containing Antidiabetic Compounds
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The antidiabetic effects of vanadium are probably linked to the ability of its complexes to exchange ligands or chelators with the environment \[[@R21]\]. Structural requirements are reflected by either one or more unoccupied coordination sites, especially for weakly coordinating monodentate chelators \[[@R44]\]. Moreover, the change of oxidation state of bicationic vanadyl (IV) to vanadate (V) was reported in NADPH-dependent enzymatic redox reactions \[[@R51]\] and later reviewed \[[@R52]\]. Under oxidative stress conditions (reactive oxygen species) VO^2+^ is oxidized to H~2~VO~4~ˉ \[[@R21]\]. Moreover, the structural, electrostatic and chemical features of oxidovanadates (IV: O=V(OH)~3~ˉ V: O=V(OH)~2~(O)ˉ) resemble those of monoanionic phosphate (O=P(OH)~2~(O)ˉ). Of note, vanadate is reactive because it can undergo chemical reactions in solution, *e.g.* readily redox-convertible to vanadyl complexation by biogenic and reversible ligands. Yet, in biochemical pathways a sort of phosphate - vanadate antagonism could take place with vanadate substituting agonistic phosphate in all sorts of phosphate-regulated enzymatic reactions (phosphatases, kinases or phosphorylases) \[[@R21], [@R38], [@R52]\]. Concerning the molecular mechanism(s) of action, reports diverge and give rise to two controversial tenets.

\(1\) On the one side, it is assumed that vanadate blocks certain protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP, especially PTP-1B) which are active in an unbalanced way when insulin is missing (DM type 1) or insufficiently present and recognized (DM type 2) \[[@R51]-[@R54]\]. *In vitro* binding assays identified PTP-1B to be the target for the insulin(o)mimetic mechanism of action \[[@R55], [@R56]\]. By binding to cysteinate side chains at the active sites of PTP enzymes, vanadate anions act as antagonists blocking the access of agonistic phosphate groups (here: phosphorylated tyrosine residues) attached to substrate proteins (here: insulin receptor) to be dephosphorylated by PTP (here: PTP-1B). Subsequently, certain tyrosine residues of the intracellular beta subunit of the transmembrane insulin receptor (IR-ß) remain phosphorylated. The resulting phosphorylated state of the IR induced by vanadate is equivalent to an upstream signaling, which is triggered by insulin hormone upon its binding with the ectodomain of IR to phosphorylate IR-ß tyrosine residues. The glucose transporter for cellular glucose uptake is then activated in a multi-step process further downstream (see Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) \[[@R21]\]. The molecular mechanism of action is better understood for vanadium-free small organic inhibitors: The catalytic site of PTP-1B is reversibly blocked by such competitive ligands, almost all of which bind to its active state when certain residues (WPD loop) move closer to the catalytic site and thereupon closing it (active state = closed conformation) \[[@R54], [@R57]\]. Albeit, some molecules showed binding to the catalytically inactive (open) conformation. New drug design opportunities have arisen from the discovery of additional binding pockets or allosteric binding sites with more PTP1B-specific residues since the catalytic site is highly conserved among all PTPs \[[@R54], [@R58]\].

\(2\) On the other hand, the role of PTP1B as the key player has not been accepted in general, leaving the question about the target biomolecule(s) for the insulin-like effects still unanswered \[[@R29], [@R37]\]. Other enzymes (mostly phosphatases and kinases) in the glucose uptake pathway have been considered as targets \[[@R37], [@R44], [@R59]-[@R63]\]. In the first biochemical step, the insulin hormone binds to the extracellular domain of the insulin receptor (IR) and activates the IR which is a membrane-spanning protein tyrosine kinase complex (PTK). In step 4 (in Fig. **1**), the blood glucose uptake (by insulin responsive glucose transporter GLUT-4) into the tissue cells is triggered which describes the physiological (or normal) signaling protein network. Shechter *et al.* summarized the biochemical underpinnings of the insulin-mimetic effects of vanadium salts coining the two fundamental aspects: (1) enhancing the glucose utilization; and (2) its storing after entering the cells. Certain metabolic enzymes in key positions for incoming glucose utilization and storage are located in liver, muscle tissue or adipocytes. Some are blocked by vanadate (V) \[[@R2]\]. A cytosolic PTK can be activated by vanadate (V) in addition to another mechanism with similar metabolic effect: a cytosolic PTP can be inhibited by this metalooxide \[[@R2]\]. Generally, vanadate is more active in the cytosolic compartment, enhancing glucose and fat metabolism, while vanadyl (IV) acts on the membranes of the cell plasma facilitating the cell permeation of glucose and possibly inhibiting lipolysis \[[@R2]\]. In the literature, the glucose metabolism was found to be modulated at a site which is located further upstream to the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase. Lipolysis was inhibited by a vanadate-dependent mechanism further downstream to the aforementioned kinase but not by insulin. Another vanadate-dependent inhibition was reported for the liver enzyme glucose-6-phosphatase and the hexose-6-phosphatase in muscles and adipose tissues of hyperglycemic diabetic rats, all of which led to the restoration of glucose-6-phosphate levels \[[@R2]\].

Of note, tenet (2) makes also sense since vanadate as a phosphate-replacing antagonist is not chemically substituted and cannot exercise (enzyme-independent) exclusive binding (specificity) to target PTP1B. Thanks to its similarity to phosphate (geometry, charge and volume), vanadate is recognized by phosphatases and kinases \[[@R64]\]. However, for being not exactly identical (hydrogen-bonding geometries, electronic mesomerism, redox, volume) it may possess different affinities as a binder in the enzyme network. It may stay longer at the active site of one or another enzyme, and thereby modulates the access for the endogenous (weaker) binder phosphate. With differential binding preferences for both enzyme families vanadate can be considered as a typical surrogate to phosphate. During eons of time, agonistic phosphate anions have been moved around in an evolutionary adapted network of kinases and phosphatases. Its binding strength has not been challenged in the absence of vanadium or in the presence of a negligible natural pool of intracellular vanadium. However, when vanadium supply increases, the cellular systems respond with a plethora of signaling changes.

2.2.. Pharmacokinetics, ADMET Models and Cell Uptake
----------------------------------------------------

Dieter Rehder summarized the molecular absorption, distribution metabolism, excretion and toxicity processes (ADMET) of orally administered vanadium compounds \[[@R38], [@R63]\]. To this end, the molecular event of "speciation" has to be understood as the interchange of chelators (re-chelatization) with the extracellular and intracellular body media. Phosphate, oxalate, lactate or citrate anions as well as proteins, transferrin in particular, are potential chelators found everywhere in the body (ubiquitous, biogenic) \[[@R65]\]. Speciation may take place in the gastrointestinal tract, in the blood stream or within the cells. The original chelators are exchanged by new ligands and thereby new molecular properties originate that did not exist in the original compound \[[@R38]\].

Speciation might start in the mouth with saliva, and continue with the gastro-intestinal mucosa. Dieter Rehder wrote: "The main part of vanadium is thus converted into sparingly soluble VO(OH)~2~, most of which is excreted *via* the feces, minimizing or even excluding adverse effects that otherwise might be caused by non-physiologically high vanadium levels. Vanadate (V) is more easily resorbed than the soluble vanadyl species, and this can principally cause health problems" \[[@R38]\].

In more general terms, the phenomenon of vanadium speciation is a matter of complex stabilities of its synthetic chelators, biogenic ligands or functional carriers. It is crucial for understanding vanadium's antidiabetic effects. Vanadium shows variable abilities to change oxidation states and complex geometries, or to exchange its ligands (chelators) with the environment so as to provide an appropriate carrier (furnished by so-called biogenic ligands) for cellular membrane passage. These ligands are found in the body and spontaneously coordinate with the central vanadium atom of the synthetic complexes \[[@R38], [@R66]\].

In the blood stream, vanadium (in form of vanadyl, VO^2+^) was reported to have high (binding) affinity to the serum proteins albumin, transferrin and immunoglobulin \[[@R38], [@R66]-[@R69]\]. A pharmacokinetic prerequisite of vanadium complexes to be absorbed and distributed states that vanadyl must be coordinated to appropriate ligands or chelators, for instance maltolate \[[@R66]\]. Specific membrane passages through phosphate and sulfate channels have been suggested for vanadate \[[@R21]\]. Recently, a more detailed look into the carrier-dependent transport through cellular membranes into the cytosol for BEOV was provided by the same review author \[[@R21]\]. BEOV's maltolate ligand is partially replaced, while albumin and transferrin binding is established in the blood before cell uptake takes place by endocytosis or diffusion, or - in the case of uncomplexed vanadate (V) - *via* specific phosphate channels. Therefore, not complexed vanadate and the vanadate-transferrin complex enter the body cells, albeit- most probably -none of the intact BEOV moieties \[[@R63]\].

Extensive conversions by ligand displacements were reported for maltol ligand in BMOV by stronger binders, *e.g.* serum proteins or citrate and ascorbate ions, all of which modify the pharmacokinetic behavior during distribution, drug metabolism and also the final (pharmacodynamical) stage of the mechanism of action at the drug target site \[[@R70]-[@R72]\]. Speciation studies of BMOV, vanadyl picolinate, and vanadyl 6-methyl-picolinate were carried out and reported, concluding that 90% of vanadyl ions in circulation are likely to bind to citrate \[[@R73]\].

Insulin-mimetic vanadium compounds are considered mostly as oral drugs for the treatment of type 2 (non-insulin-dependent) diabetes. Therefore, the very first barrier is the gastrointestinal absorption, but very few reactivity studies of anti-diabetic vanadium compounds in gastrointestinal media have been performed. Recently, Levina *et al.* \[[@R73]\] applied the spectroscopic technique of XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure) to the speciation derived by simulated gastrointestinal media of the compounds Na~3~VO~4~, \[VO (OH~2~)~5~\](SO~4~), \[VO(maltolato)~2~(H~2~O)\] and (NH~4~) \[V (O)~2~(pyridine-2,5-dicarboxylate)\]. Results showed that vanadyl sulphate and (NH~4~)\[V(O)~2~(dipic)\] were relatively stable in the gastric environment (pH \~ 2) in the absence of food, while the maltolate complex was mostly dissociated, and the sodium salt was converted to \[H~3~V~10~O~28~\]^3-^. XANES obtained from gastric digestion of these compounds in the presence of typical food components converged to that of a mixture of V(IV)-aqua, V(IV)-amino acid and V(+III)-aqua complexes. Formation of V(+III) may be important for further metabolism *via* Fe(+III) pathways, but the main absorption mechanisms appear to be associated with vanadate (poorly absorbed), VO^2+^ species *via* M^2+^ uptake mech-anisms, and passive diffusion of neutral species. These data confirm the role of such complexes as pro-drugs that release the active components on the interactions with biological media.

Strong evidence in the literature indicates that most of the vanadium in the serum is bound to holo-hTf (the iron-saturated protein human serum transferrin, whose main function is the transport of iron in the organism) rather than albumin or immunoglobulin (IgG) \[[@R74]\].

Sanna *et al.* showed that transport of vanadium compounds (\[VO(maltolato)~2~ (H~2~O)\], \[VO(1,2-dim-ethyl-3-hydroxy-4(1H)-pyridinonato)~2~\], and cis-\[VO (picolinato)~2~(H~2~O)\]) through blood and towards the cells proceeds by the formation of the corresponding cis- species cis-\[VOLig~2~(H~2~O)\] or cis-\[VOLig~2~(OH)\]ˉ, to later react by exchanging the equatorial coordinated H~2~O or OH- for one His-N localized on the surface of apo-hTF and holo-hTF, with the formation of the ternary complexes cis-VOLig~2~(apo-hTF) and cis-VOLig~2~(holo-hTF) \[[@R75]\]. In the case of the compound \[VO(acetylacetonate)~2~\], formation of a ternary complex with these proteins is not observed because this complex cannot be transformed to the corresponding *cis-* species and no equatorial coordination position is available for one histidine.

Further data reported by Sanna *et al.* suggest only the vanadium ternary species cis-VOLig~2~(holo-hTF) could be transported into the cell, while the mixed complexes formed by apo-hTF cannot be internalized by this route because apo-hTF is not recognized by the transferrin receptor \[[@R75]\]. Therefore, the formation of ternary holo-hTF species in the presence of iron bound at specific sites is another possible transport mechanism of insulin enhancing compounds, each with a specifically thermodynamic stability and activity. However, studies concerning the distribution of vanadium in biological fluids showed that a major proportion of vanadium is localized in red blood cells rather than serum \[[@R76]\]. In accord with this fact, Sanna *et al.* studied the interaction of the vanadium complexes *cis-*\[VO (maltolato)~2~(H~2~O)\] and \[VO(1,2-dimethyl-3-hydroxy-4(1H)-pyridinonato)~2~\] with haemoglobin (Hb) and observed once again that the *cis*-octahedral complexes bind Hb through an imidazole nitrogen of a superficial His residue in Hb \[[@R66]\]. The logarithmic complex formation constants of 19.6 and 25.8 were measured for the ternary complexes *cis*-\[VO(ma)~2~(Hb)\] and *cis*-\[VO(dhp)~2~(Hb)\], respectively. Also, here no ternary complex was observed with \[VO(acetylacetonate)~2~\], the square pyramidal geometry of which hinders equatorial coordination to protein donors in solution.

So far no crystal structure of BMOV bound to PTP-1B has been reported (PDB last visited August 8^th^, 2015). Intriguingly, in 2003 a report presents the binding of a bipyramidal trigonal (BPT) vanadium oxide to the active site of PTP-1B, although BMOV was incubated with the enzyme at the beginning of the crystallization \[[@R77]\]. Thus, apparently BMOV constitutes a sort of prodrug (with an inorganic oxidovanadium complex) as its bioactive form \[[@R39]\].

3.. PRODRUG *VERSUS* ACTIVE AGENT
=================================

The speciation phenomenon in the body implies the answer to the question whether organic vanadium complexes constitute inactive prodrugs (precursors of the active agent). Thanks to the basic research about vanadium speciation, the chemistry of vanadium-chelating organic ligands became much better understood \[[@R39], [@R50], [@R63]\]. We also tried to shed some theoretical light on this issue by a molecular modeling study about BMOV and found out that - in theory - an intact form (cis-BMOV but not trans-BMOV) could also dock into the active site of PTP1B \[[@R78]\].

Subsequently, complex design was no longer carried out under the assumption of stable complexes \[[@R79]\]. Since they are transformed by bio-ligands to some extent in competitive re-chelating reactions under steady state or sink conditions with impact on all stages of the ADME processes, the synthetic (original) vanadium complexes were now understood to become precursors to the active form(s) that hit the target receptors in the cells \[[@R63]\]. As a direct consequence, biopharmaceutical research focused on vanadium's pharmacokinetic behavior and its speciation was also studied.

A paradigm change took place toward finding ligands with new characteristics: (a) better tolerated, less toxic, once set free by re-chelatization in the body; (b) with enhanced cellular uptake, preferably by active carrier systems through cell membranes, in either complexed or uncomplexed form; and (c) with the capability of converting already present intracellular vanadium into an insulinomimetically active species \[[@R2]\].

For instance, an appropriate chelator was found in the amino acid hydroxamate complexes, quite superior to inorganic oxidovanadium salts concerning glucose uptake (*in vitro*) and blood glucose lowering effects (*in vivo*) \[[@R41], [@R80]\]. It was suggested that, in order to explain their improved potency, hydroxamates exploit an amino acid carrier-mediated membrane passage because they constitute a derivative of natural glutamic acid. Once inside the cells, vanadium (bound to either the original ligands or fragments depending on which one passes the membranes) would join the intracellular vanadium reservoir by re-chelating into active insulinomimetic species \[[@R80]\]. Another proof of the prodrug concept was the experimental finding that organically chelated vanadium complexes (BMOV, BEOV) were (up to 3 times) more potent insulin enhancers than vanadyl sulfate in *in vitro* or *in vivo* tests what could be ascribed to changes in the bioavailability \[[@R20], [@R21], [@R35], [@R40], [@R42], [@R48], [@R63]\].

The new prodrug concept implies the dissociation of the vanadium complexes before they reach the target biomolecules (see Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). It has guided research to find appropriate ligands to improve pharmacokinetics, for example the dipicolinato-oxidovanadium(V) (\[VO~2~ dipic\]^-^) \[[@R81]-[@R83]\]. Since then, more speciation experiments were carried out under varying conditions (pH, free oxygen, more hydrophilic (aqueous) or hydrophobic, environments (membranes) to observe the complex stabilities and changing compositions \[[@R84], [@R85]\]. Intriguingly, a crystal structure presented a trigonal-bipyramidal geometry where the central atom vanadium is coordinated to four oxygen atoms of its own (VO~4~) in addition to another from serine 215 at the active site of PTP-1B, although BMOV was incubated with the enzyme for crystallogenesis \[[@R77]\].

4.. ARE VANADIUM COMPLEXES DRUGGABLE?
=====================================

Why the transnational pharmaceutical industry is not active in the field of antidiabetic R&D leaving almost entire discovery to laboratories of public or private institutions and academic sites? Vanadium-containing organic compounds are not druggable then \[[@R86]\]? Vanadium-containing compounds modulate signaling pathways or nuclear transcription factors. For instance, bivanadate − also known as pyrovanadate − modulates the metabolic pathway by directly binding to a DNA primer, thereby modifying the read-out of the nuclear transcription factor complex \[[@R21], [@R86]-[@R88]\]. Therapeutic applications have been identified in the treatment of diabetes or cancer \[[@R89]\]. Vanadium toxicity is also subject to an ongoing debate, especially the question whether daily therapeutic doses of future vanadium drugs on the market would be small enough to avoid acute and long-term toxicity \[[@R90]\]? Moreover, not much is known about its effects on the immune system, inflammatory reactions or oxidative stress, especially if long term administration is required. Imtiaz *et al.* discussed the role of vanadium in the light of previous work that can help in interdisciplinary studies to evaluate the ecological significance of vanadium toxicity \[[@R91]\]. Other authors have already noticed that the fear of unexpected disadvantages have discouraged the clinical application of vanadium compounds for the treatment of diabetes \[[@R92]\]. As a direct consequence, research work on the biological role of vanadium has gained much importance in the recent years regarding its toxic, mutagenic and genotoxic effects \[[@R93]\]. Recently, vanadium pentoxide was classified by the IARC \[[@R94]\] as a possible human carcinogen: air-borne V~2~O~5~ concentration of 0.05 mg/m^3^ was set as work place protection limit for inhalation. For such reasons and others, some authors have considered vanadium as a weak mutagen \[[@R95]\]. Certain pharmacokinetic characteristics give rise to further concerns: (1) the poor absorption of inorganic vanadium salts in the drinking water \[[@R5], [@R96]\]; (2) the binding to blood serum proteins in circulation \[[@R97], [@R98]\]; (3) the uncontrolled variations in oxidation states during the body passage \[[@R99]-[@R101]\]; and finally (4) the variable vanadium clearance in dependency to uncontrolled speciation \[[@R102], [@R103]\]. In a more systematic way, possible reasons for the aforementioned reprobation are outlined in the following table (see Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).

Decavanadate ligand complexes also showed insulinomimetic activity but the polymers probably become instable which would ascribe the activity not to decavanadate since it remains stable at concentrations over 10 µM, but disintegrates to "normal" (monomeric) vanadium species \[[@R145], [@R146]\]. Under *in vivo* conditions, decavanadate can still be active at nanomolar concentrations in certain cell compartments or protein associations \[[@R147], [@R148]\]. Recent advances in the elucidation of the signal transduction pathway of PTP´s have revealed that another form of activity control resides inside the cell which is generated by reactive oxygen species. ROS are known to be involved in metabolic cascades that lead to cellular apoptosis, but could also influence insulin-like activities \[[@R149]\]

The question, whether the antidiabetic effect is triggered by a vanadium-blocked PTP1B alone, or indirectly through an interwoven signaling pathway between phosphates and kinases, can be evidenced by looking at the literature about observed PTP1B complexes with non-vanadium ligands. Blocking PTP1B by such ligands also provoked antidiabetic effects on experimental studies \[[@R150]\].

The downsides of vanadium antidiabetic therapy (see Table **1**) become a matter of balancing benefits and inseparable risks due to nonspecificities with a plethora of undesired effects all of which would be detrimental to its practical use in daily medication for diabetes patients not willing to accept large(r) lists of side effects. For being literally unreplaceable, however, other drugs with severe off-target effects, such as antiinflammatory steroids, are part of many established therapy plans world-wide \[[@R151]\]. In addition to future claims of patients, industrially prepared vanadium intake would add to unavoidable supply from natural sources and others which cannot be controlled such as: food additives, nutritional supplements, life style or doping. That, too, would counteract the safety needs of an exclusive pharmacotherapy. Besides, there is the unpromising perspective of a quite debatable juridical status with rather confusing definitions and unclear transitions between nutritional supplements and drugs which would demand spending time and money for regulatory affairs and lobbying policies. In the markets in the USA for instance - but not in Europe - vanadyl sulfate salts (VO^2+^SO~4~^2-^) circulate legally in commercial offers as nutritional supplement labeled as "Vanadyl Fuel", to endorse the consumer's ideas and needs seeking performance enhancements during physical exercises and sport competitions.

In contrast and according to Table **1**, a valuable asset awaits being exploited - admitting the prodrug function of vanadium complexes - new chelation strategies could improve absorption, distribution or better tolerated mediation thanks to lower dose ranges below toxicity.

Evaluating Table **1**, it is not far-fetched to conclude that a very important shortcoming for vanadium-based antidiabetic drug development is that which remains without any remedy: the experimentally gained evidence that many - if not all - organically chelated vanadium compounds do not act as such, but rather in a non-complexed "free" form. In order to become "free vanadium" species, they dissociate into organic chelators and inorganic oxidovanadium cations (vanadyl, IV) or anions (vanadate, V). Both remain stable under normal body (physiological) conditions. They would function as inactive precursors (prodrugs) or delivery vehicles (molecular drug transporters) to a common active form, namely the "free vanadium" species, the true drug. This in turn implies a rare molecular mechanism of action, such that - prior to showing any antidiabetic effect - the synthetic vanadium-containing compounds are biotransformed into "free vanadium" species upon dissociation of their organic binders (metal ion chelators). This activation would then take place in a prodrug-like fashion either in extra- or intracellular spaces or in both. Finally, we suggest reviews for recommended reading (see Table **1** in \[[@R86]\] and the present Table **2**).

With the new insight gained about the fate of vanadium in the living body, new ligands could be better chosen for their properties like lipophilicity (diffusion, aqueous solubility, membrane permeation) or complex stabilities (re-chelating bio-ligands) - all of which influence pharmaco-kinetic endpoints like absorption (active or passive), distribution (plasma protein bind-

ing) or body clearance of vanadium. The success of such "ligand profiling" could turn out in clinically attested higher antidiabetic potencies.

At best, we can suggest that vanadium would become useful as a sort of orally administered co-medication to insulin therapy. A thoughtful article already expressed uncertainty whether an entire lack of insulin would preclude the clinical effectiveness of such drugs \[[@R37]\]. Decades ago, critical voices could already be heard about vanadium that it should be considered "... indeed an ultra-trace metal with an elusive biological function" \[[@R152]\], or that it possessed too "many possible regulatory roles in the body" \[[@R105]\].

The current status of biological chemistry of vanadium and its foreseeable development in future years will focus on four main areas: 1) the detection of enzymes, the catalysis of which is governed by vanadium; 2) the insight into vanadium-based enzyme mechanisms; 3) the synthesis of compounds with catalytic activity; and 4) design, synthesis and biological testing of organic complexes for the treatment of diabetes and other diseases such as cell cancer.

Narrowing the focus on the state of the art antidiabetic lines of development, current efforts concentrate on: the apparent contradictory behavior of antidiabetic vanadium: 1) it is a question of doses \[[@R86]\]; 2) but also complex equilibrium \[[@R113]\] or speciation \[[@R114]\]. For this latter case, chelation research can be carried out with a dual purpose: increased lipophilicity to enhance gastrointestinal absorption, or protein adduct formation facilitated by a more pronounced stability than for uncomplexed "free" vanadium (note: "free" of organic chelators or ligands).

In the recent years, substantial progress has been made in elucidating the mechanisms of catalysis of vanadium. Moreover, phosphatases were characterized by x-ray crystallography, showing how inhibitors (with or w/o vanadium) occupy the active sites (visit PDB database at [www.pdb.org](http://www.pdb.org)). Recent studies using tau (τ) analysis support the claim that vanadium is best described as a trigonal bipyramid (TBPY-5); hence a geometry in the transition state ideal for the hydrolysis of phosphate ester substrate \[[@R113]\].

In 1980, Shechter and Karlish published their seminal work about the insulin-like activity (insulin-mimetics) of vanadate \[[@R59]\]. Then in the late 90's of the last century, the discovery of the human protein-tyrosine phosphatase (PTP-1B) enzyme as a promising biomolecular target against diabetes \[[@R153]\] ushered a new era of antidiabetes research with vanadium-containing or vanadium-free PTP1B inhibitors. In 2004, a review described the PTP enzymes grouped into four classes, their substrates, structures, functions, biochemical signaling and regulation pathways, and their impact in certain human diseases \[[@R154]\]. At that time, so-called knock-out experiments revealed that living organisms - here mice without *ptp1b* genes - did not gain body weight (leptin target) and increased insulin sensitivity (PTP1B target). Both targets were found promising to find molecular modulators against adiposity and diabetes \[[@R153]\].

While the academic research sites, universities and public institutes have been proactive developing both types of PTP1B inhibitors, the globally operating pharmaceutical companies did not mingle with vanadium drug research at all. In sight of the lucrative drug markets for diabetes patients, many international pharmaceutical companies started intensive drug research programs for vanadium-free and nonpeptidic PTP1B inhibitors \[[@R150]\]. The big pharmaceutical companies, however, suddenly withdrew their PTP1B research activities leaving behind hundreds of patents of PTP1B inhibitors. The decision is clearly related to two unfavorable discoveries: (i) the primary amino acid sequences of PTP1B and other phosphatases are highly conserved, especially in their active sites and binding regions \[[@R155]\] all of which hamper the development of (more) target-selective or specific drugs against PTP1B; and (ii) knocking out T-cell protein tyrosine phosphatase (TCPTP) in mice led to very short life expectation of such mice. "Big Pharma" apparently had decided to withdraw from PTP1B antidiabetic research because of the potential risk of severe off-target (or side) effects which cannot be "dissociated" from the strong binders to PTP1B \[[@R156]\]. They would also bind strongly to other members of the phosphatase protein family.

Why the vanadium drug development has not been an opportunity for the Pharmaceutical global players to continue antidiabetic research targeting PTP1B? Did "free" vanadium species make antidiabetic research by "Big Pharma" vanadium-free? We did not find an official industry statement for not testing vanadium drug candidates, but the following articles most probably come close to which kind of uncertainties bothered the Medicinal chemists in charge of the in-house R&D programs: vanadium modulates not only the desired signaling pathways, more time and money have to be invested to follow all nonspecific cellular effects. Long-term toxicity and tissue accumulation issues have to be addressed because diabetes requires a life-long drug administration against this chronic disease. Vanadium may increase oxidative stress or pro-inflam-matory reactions \[[@R123]\]. Oxovanadates are anions and they could potentially bind to positively charged protein surfaces altering structure and function \[[@R147]\]. The drug or prodrug conversion into vanadate complicates the interpretation of bioassays, *e.g.* micromolar oxidovanadates can affect the enzyme function of phosphohydrolases in cell tests, whereas other concerns also include decavanadate, vanadate monomers versus oligomer formation, or simply the vanadyl cations \[[@R148]\].

CONCLUSION
==========

Great progress has been made and research groups detected drug candidates with potential benefits to combat health problems, for instance diabetes mellitus, myocardial infarcts, tissue cancer or tropical infections (*e.g.* amoebiasis, leishmaniasis or Chagas' disease). Vanadate was found to be associated with cardio-protective effects, while vanadium's usefulness against virus (HIV) or mycobacteria (tuberculosis) has been detected. Without academic and small business initiatives all that would otherwise remain unknown, and thereby unexploitable in future pharmacotherapies.

Yet, in a more critical view, developing new organic ligand variations of vanadium-containing antidiabetic drugs could merely have an impact on pharmacokinetics - and since all variations would end up in bioliganded oxidovanadium (IV) or oxidovanadium (V) species no means would exist to profile vanadium drugs to bind to PTP1B as their specific target without binding to other PTPs.

Reaching that point - apparently very soon - the "big" transnational pharmaceutical industries had to conclude that vanadium compounds can never replace insulin therapy, and therefore vanadium can be dismissed as a drug-like option for R&D. They also expected a larger list of undesired side-effects that would become non-dissociable due to the high sequence similarity (over 70%) between target enzyme PTP1B and other members of the PTP family.

Thanks to the aforementioned academic endeavor and initiatives of rather "small" pharmaceutical industries, the situation about the principle mechanisms about the biogenic speciations has been elucidated. The challenge of developing vanadium-based antidiabetic oral drugs now focuses on the finding of organic ligands or chelators with enhanced properties: (i) improve target selectivity to block PTP1B, vanadium complex stabilities and ligand exchanges; (ii) facilitate membrane passages and tissue distributions, biotransformation, (iii) identify *in vivo* metabolites and (iv) favor excretion over body accumulation. Biochemical tests in concert with biomolecular and crystallographic studies should be a good combination to observe the structure-related molecular behavior of future vanadium (IV) and vanadium (V) drug candidates and hopefully one day find the ultimate compound for diabetes patients with no or few side effects.

We are beholden to Prof. Dr. Dieter Rehder, University of Hamburg, Germany for personal invitation and scientific discussion thereafter in addition to the revision of an advanced version of our manuscript during summer 2015.

BEOV

:   = Bis(ethylmaltolato)oxido-vanadium(IV); an ethylmaltol ana-logue of BMOV

Big pharma

:   = Top global pharmaceutical compa-nies

Biogenic

:   = In vivo speciation

BMOV

:   = Bis(maltolato)oxidovanadium(IV); see also BEOV

cyclic tetravanadate

:   = V4O12 4ˉ

Decavanadate

:   = V10O28 6ˉ

Divanadate

:   = H2V2O7 2ˉ (pyrovanadate), a di-phosphate analogue

DM

:   = Diabetes mellitus

Endogenous vanadium

:   = Intracellularly located vanadium from exogeneous sources, "endog-enous" here means no biosynthesis applied

Free

:   = Free of organic chelators, also de-scribed as "non-complexed" vana-dium species, at least not com-plexed by organic chelators, e.g. H2VO4ˉ or VO(OH)(H2O)4+

IR

:   = Insulin receptor

Kinases

:   = Enzymes that transfer the phos-phate group to a specific substrate

Metavanadate

:   = VO3ˉ; does not exist in aqueous media. The species actually present in aqueous media is orthovanadate H2VO4ˉ

Metavanadate salt

:   = Sodium metavanadate (NaVO3) etc.

Peroxooxidovanadates

:   = Species with the nucleous V=O(O2)n

Phosphatases

:   = Dephosphorylation of substrates, mostly tyrosine residues of other proteins

PTP

:   = Protein tyrosine phosphatase(s); activated PTP is a negative regula-tor against glucose cell uptake; blocking PTP is a positive regula-tion which enhances the glucose cell uptake as if insuline was bound to the IR

R&D

:   = Research and development of drug candidates

ROS

:   = Reactive oxygen species

Superoxide radical

:   = O2ˉ

Tf

:   = Transferrin; an iron transporting globular protein in the blood stream

Vanadate

:   = Anions like H2VO4ˉ or \[VO4\]3− ; oxidovanadium with an oxidation state +5 and stable under natural conditions or in cellular life forms

Vanadinite

:   = A water-insoluble mineral: Pb5\[VO4\]3Cl \[[@R21]\]

Vanadium pentoxide

:   = Known as an orange-colored solid salt: "vanadia" or "navajoitite" in the form of the mineral V2O5x3H2O

Vanadyl

:   = Cations like VO2+ in the form of a blue-colored salt with \[VO(H2O)5\]2+; oxidovanadium with the oxidation state +4 under natural conditions or in cellular life forms, e.g. vanadyl sultate (VO2+ SO42ˉ)
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![Schematic view concerning the insulin-like effect. Insulin triggers the blood glucose uptake into the cells (step 4) and marks the beginning of the cellular signaling cascade. The active form of PTP1B (steps 5 and 6) is a negative regulator to the physiological (normal) glucose uptake (steps 1 to 4). Pharmacological re-activation of the signal cascade (steps 7 to 10) is achieved by vanadate as a functional antagonist to agonistic phosphate groups. Adapted from \[[@R20]\]. IR = insulin receptor; pTyr = phosphorylated tyrosine residues of the cytosolic beta subunit of IR. Step 11 (insulin-like effect) resembles step 4 (effect by insulin).](CMC-23-2874_F1){#F1}

![Schematic view of a theoretically thinkable activation mechanism of a vanadium-based insulinomimetic drug. The idea was adopted from \[[@R37]\] and \[[@R122]\]. It is assumed that the PTP1B enzyme is the key target to treat diabetes effectively. This negative regulator of the glucose cell uptake can be inactivated by vanadate (V) which is strongly attached to the sulfide (deprotonated sulfhydryl) head group of the sidechain of cystein 215 at the catalytic site. In consequence, agonistic phosphate cannot access the same site because vanadate is the stronger competitive binder. Now, that PTP1B has been deactivated, the enzyme is kept in the phosphorylated state, thereby maintaining alive the signal transduction and glucose continues entering the cells as if more insulin was working through the insulin receptors. This is the clinically observed insulin-mimetic or enhancing effect. Vanadyl compounds BEOV or BMOV are converted into vanadate anions through speciation, a sort of prodrug conversion \[[@R122]\].](CMC-23-2874_F2){#F2}
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List of favorable/unfavourable arguments for the development of vanadium-containing oral antidiabetics.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Keywords**                                                                     **Comments**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           **Ref.**
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
  Extensive chemical reactivity's in body fluids                                   Vanadium shows a highly complex solution chemistry including changes of oxidation states, coordination number and geometries.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[[@R20], [@R96]-[@R106]\]

  Complex stability *versus* speciation                                            Speciation is a sort of biotransformation due to complex instabilities with subsequent chelator - bioligand interchange with the environment. Strikingly complex speciation pathways were described for the gastrointestinal tract, the blood stream as well as the pulmonary tract.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   \[[@R38], [@R106]-[@R114]\]

  Pharmacokinetics, metabolic properties                                           Analytical experiments have to study the *in vivo* behavior of the vanadium moieties in the body, considering that the original vanadium drug is converted into variable "metabolites" with changing composition by speciation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        \[conclusions drawn by the authors\]

  Critical interactions with body components with key functions for living cells   Permeation of erythrocytes and binding to haemoglobin either by free species (VO^2+^) or the intact synthetic complex. In the blood serum plasma protein binding occurs with transferrin and to a lesser extent to albumin and immunoglobulin.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         \[[@R38], [@R63], [@R115], [@R116]\]

  Missing target specificities                                                     Due to the high amino acid sequence conservation (homology) between target PTP1B and other PTPs, certain phosphatases are also targeted. In addition, the active form of the vanadium drugs which ultimately binds to PTP1B or others is still under debate. To complicate matter, reduction of vanadate to vanadyl in the cytoplasm gives rise to even more enzyme interferences. Conversely, administered vanadyl is the source supplying minute amounts of vanadate (IV) even without redox reactions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              \[[@R2], [@R21], [@R117]\]

  Missing pathway selectivities                                                    Phosphatases and kinases belong to two vast families of proteins, which are switched in large metabolic pathways, sometimes in key positions, sometimes with "sidewalks". That said a range of (off-target) effects can be expected. Among desired and undesired side effects the following were reported: Leptin receptor, ATPase, PPARs agonist, AKT stimulation, AMPK activation, or the indirect stimulation of insulin secretion *etc.*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           \[[@R20], [@R56], [@R117]-[@R122]\]

  Defined structure-activity relationships                                         Due to the structural similarity natural phosphate anions must compete with oxidovanadate (V) which is a stronger binder. But vanadate occupies the active site much longer than phosphate what coined the more practical term of "irreversible binding" which leads to an effective enzyme blocking against weaker binding phosphates.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               \[[@R123]-[@R127]\]
                                                                                   Both, vanadate (V) and phosphate, coordinate into trigonal-bipyramidal complexes with five ligands. The penta-coordination at vanadium is a very stable geometry, while the fifth (covalent) bond is a quite instable transition state complex at the active sites for phosphate-dependent enzymes.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                   The similarity to phosphate explains how vanadate irreversibly inhibits many phosphate-dependent enzymes, not only insulin-related protein tyrosine phosphatases, but also kinases, among others.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Interindividual variability in animal tests and patients                         Variable bioavailability and pharmacological response between tested patients for vanadyl sulfate under oral doses of 1mM per day. Also in diabetic rats, oral bioavailability was very low and severe side effects observed under treatment with inorganic vanadium salts. As a direct result organic V complexes were proposed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      \[[@R26], [@R84], [@R128]-[@R133]\]

  Uncontrolled daily intake                                                        Food additives or nutritional supplements, water and air account for the daily supply of vanadium but most of it is eliminated due to poor oral absorption. For instance, peroxidovanadates show no oral bioavailability at all. The risk of adverse health effects (threshold) starts at intake levels over 10 mg per kg body weight for a person. Normal exposure to these natural sources is below that threshold. The process of body detoxification was described concerning chemical and biochemical aspects.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \[[@R21], [@R60], [@R134]-[@R137]\]

  Ambient concentration                                                            Drinking water and food together supply an average between 0.01 mg and 2 mg per day. Drinking (sea) water has a concentration of 10 (45) nM, respectively. The food contents ranges from 1 to 30 µg per kg food. Vanadium oxides are found in lower concentrations in the air of rural areas with roughly 1 ng per cubic meter up to 100 ng per cubic meter in cities.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 \[[@R21], [@R38], [@R47], [@R121], [@R137]\]

  Accumulation risk and chronic intoxication risk                                  An adult person stores roughly 1mg vanadium. Blood levels oscillate around 45 nM. Phosphate in bones (apatite: Ca~5~(PO~4~)~3~OH) is replaced for vanadate. Its half-life amounts to 30 days (residence time 5 days). Vanadium accumulates more in bones, followed by kidneys, then liver. It is feared that therapeutic doses overlap with lower toxic concentrations of 0.2 to 3 mM. For instance, vanadyl sulfate and ammonium metavanadate were administered in animal tests in doses between 0.1 to 0.7 mM per kg and day and 2 mmol (100 mg) per day. Acute lethal doses were measured as LD50 with 0.15 mM per kg body weight for sodium metavanadate. Later it was reported that thanks to the poor bioavailability (low absorption combined with high excretion rate in humans) toxic and therapeutic doses do not overlap.   \[[@R21], [@R102]-[@R109], [@R113], [@R138]-[@R144]\]

                                                                                   High vanadium exposure shows effects on the immune system.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             \[[@R81]\]

                                                                                   Reactive oxygen species (ROS) were identified as problematic intermediates for vanadium metabolism.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    \[[@R21]\]

  Mutagenesis risk                                                                 RNA or DNA-related problems were also reported, *e.g.* binding to DNA primer during DNA polymerase activity. Certain vanadium complexes may act by DNA intercalation (with a potential benefit in antineoplastic, antitumor therapy).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  \[[@R110]\]
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Suggested reading to further increase the understanding about the chances and odds to develop vanadium-containing antidiabetic drugs.

  **Review title**                                                                                                                            **Comments**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  **Ref.**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
  Historic perspective and recent developments on the insulin-like actions of vanadium; toward developing vanadium-based drugs for diabetes   To further the reader's insight about the biochemical aspects of the insulin signaling cascade, metabolic effects and molecular mechanisms of vanadium actions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               \[[@R2]\]
  Are Vanadium Compounds Drugable? Structures and Effects of Antidiabetic Vanadium Compounds: A Critical Review                               At the time of writing, many details were still under debate and the present bibliographic study answers the question raised. (Of note, typing error in the original title's word "druggable".)                                                                                                                                                                                                                               \[[@R86]\]
  Vanadium in diabetes: 100 years from Phase 0 to Phase I                                                                                     A chronological synopsis of the mayor cornerstones in antidiabetic vanadium research spanning the time of over one hundred years.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             \[[@R20]\]
  An evidence-based systematic review of vanadium by the Natural Standard Research Collaboration                                              The review evaluates the problems with vanadium concerning efficacy, physiological interactions and safety issues.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            \[[@R112]\]
  The future of/for vanadium                                                                                                                  The review study covers a wide range of natural sites and life forms which contain vanadium or bio-transformed molecular components bearing it.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               \[[@R21]\]
  Recent Advances in PTP1B Inhibitor Development for the Treatment of Type 2 Diabetes and Obesity (book chapter 6)                            The electronic book provides an excellent synopsis about 15 new chemical classes of antidiabetic agents under development. Albeit, book chapter 6 about PTP1B target dedicates merely one single phrase to vanadium complexes: "Vanadium compounds, which are potent inhibitors of PTPs including PTP1B, also displayed insulin mimetic or enhancing effects".                                                                \[[@R150]\]
  Thirty years through vanadium chemistry                                                                                                     The important scientific landmarks (events) are reported to form a historical description about the discoveries made concerning biochemical functions, pathways and cellular reactions, along with the discoveries of new structures, their studies as well as the role of speciation for vanadium-containing compounds in aqueous solution and in biological fluids among other issues relevant for the Medicinal Chemist.   \[[@R123]\]
